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Poetry. In THE BORROWED WORLD, Emily Leithauser transforms keenly felt experience and bittersweet
memories into poems of impressive craftsmanship. She deftly muses on the dichotomies of, among other
things, childhood and growing up, the headiness of love gained and the pangs of love lost, the joys of the
nuclear family and the trials when it gets broken up. Although a first book, THE BORROWED WORLD is
the seasoned work of poet of abundant talent coming into her powers and deservedly, the winner of the 2015
Able Muse Book Award.

Praise for THE BORROWED WORLD:

"In THE BORROWED WORLD, Emily Leithauser's formal mastery–her consummate knack for writing
lines and sentences as crisp and elegant as the Edo prints to which she pays homage–entwines with the sheer
immediacy and vulnerability of the poet's voice. Leithauser portrays the inevitability of loss, in romantic and
familial relationships, and yet, without ever offering false resolutions or pat conclusions, she manages to
make her poems themselves convincing stays against loss. I mean that this book is made to endure. The
Borrowed World marks the arrival of a major talent."—Peter Campion

"Emily Leithauser's first collection, THE BORROWED WORLD, is an elegant meditation on inheritance,
the vagaries of love and loss, familial relations- with all the devastating implosions within-and our
relationship to the past filtered through the flawed lens of memory. These are deeply felt poems and
Leithauser has a finely-tuned ear for the lyricism of syntax and the enduring rhythms of traditional forms.
THE BORROWED WORLD is her stunning debut."—Natasha Trethewey

"If her intensely accurate perceptions of the physical world and the beautiful forms in which she sets those
perceptions were all that Emily Leithauser gave us in these poems, they would be more than enough to
satisfy the hungriest poetry reader. But step by perspicuous step, in poem after poem, she enlarges and
encompasses, she broadens and deepens and transmutes perception into feeling, feeling into thought, and
thought into revelation."—Vijay Seshadri

"Love poems, family poems, narrative poems: THE BORROWED WORLD is a moving and memorable
debut which covers a lot of ground but is always rooted in actualities. The poems are very well- made, too,
but their equally great distinction is to be well–felt–subtle in their account of the observing "I," and
simultaneously generous and shrewd in their understanding of others. Page by page, they create a series of
powerful cameos; taken as a whole, their larger purpose emerges: to register what can be known and
(especially) not known about our lives as individuals, and to value what time allows us to enjoy on earth,
while admitting the brevity of our stay here."—Andrew Motion

"I have read THE BORROWED WORLD several times, and each time I find more in it to be delighted and
touched by. Emily Leithauser's art waits for you, and I am sure that you will be as pleased and moved by it as
I have been." —Michael Palma
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From reader reviews:

Jeremiah Burroughs:

As people who live in the actual modest era should be update about what going on or facts even knowledge
to make these keep up with the era and that is always change and advance. Some of you maybe will certainly
update themselves by looking at books. It is a good choice for you personally but the problems coming to
you actually is you don't know which you should start with. This The Borrowed World is our
recommendation to cause you to keep up with the world. Why, because book serves what you want and want
in this era.

Bradley Sparks:

Now a day those who Living in the era exactly where everything reachable by talk with the internet and the
resources inside can be true or not involve people to be aware of each info they get. How individuals to be
smart in having any information nowadays? Of course the answer then is reading a book. Reading a book can
help people out of this uncertainty Information specifically this The Borrowed World book because book
offers you rich facts and knowledge. Of course the knowledge in this book hundred per-cent guarantees there
is no doubt in it you may already know.

Jessie Davis:

Information is provisions for folks to get better life, information nowadays can get by anyone with
everywhere. The information can be a knowledge or any news even a huge concern. What people must be
consider if those information which is in the former life are challenging be find than now's taking seriously
which one would work to believe or which one the resource are convinced. If you have the unstable resource
then you obtain it as your main information you will see huge disadvantage for you. All those possibilities
will not happen throughout you if you take The Borrowed World as your daily resource information.

Sandra Lynn:

Many people said that they feel uninterested when they reading a reserve. They are directly felt the idea
when they get a half regions of the book. You can choose the actual book The Borrowed World to make your
current reading is interesting. Your personal skill of reading expertise is developing when you just like
reading. Try to choose very simple book to make you enjoy to see it and mingle the idea about book and
examining especially. It is to be initially opinion for you to like to start a book and examine it. Beside that
the guide The Borrowed World can to be a newly purchased friend when you're really feel alone and confuse
using what must you're doing of that time.
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